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himself, an ordinary personage, but who has pose them to sale till I should have madei sion disappeared, leaving a dreadful perspec-j ing* Aurora with an air of superiority—•
tive before me ! When I associated the “ No, madam,” said he, in a tone of incon
a daughter eminently beautiful. The city of my choice.
> Cornville ; tyS
idea of Aurora with the miserable flock-bed ceivable disdain, (t no, you have not been
I
hastened
to
his
house,
unconscious
of
Lyons,
extensive
as
it
is,
contains
not
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which was soon to be her portion ; when I borne, or brought up for an engraver ; such
the
fate
that
awaited
me.
Instead
of
being
nother master-piece worthy of being placed
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this charming creature. received as usual by the father, it was the figured to myself her delicate hands employ a lot would have done too much honor to
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Possessed of every accomplishment, and daughter ; whom till then I had in vain ed in preparing the coarsest nourishment ; your birth, tq your fortune, and to your
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Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— endowed with every grace, all her amiable wished to see; or rather, it was beauty it when I beheld her, who deserved a palace, choice.
Interest will he charged on all subscriptions which qualities are shaded by one single defect ; self which stood before my eyes in the form lodging under the thatched roof of my aged you ; and such is he, madam, whom you
A»4'i remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
father ; I shrunk back with horror, or start have taken for your husband !”
insupportable pride. of that lovely young woman.
Alfred-1
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub and that defect is
?er’
Ho!
I was about to answer, but the pretended
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
My dear friend, a feeling heart often beats ed up covered with a cold sweat. More
Vain of being the object of general admira
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
coachman
was already on his seat ; the five
then
once
I
resolved
to
throw
myself
at
the
under an unpolished form.
More suscep
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount tion, she fondly imagines that none ought to
aspire to her hand under the rank of a tible at my age of libertinism, my palpitating fee,t of the injured Aurora, make a full con others threw themselves into the coach, cho
charged for its insertion.
prince.
Her father, who is a tolerable heart felt all the power of beauty. A new fession of my crime ; and cover myself with ked almost with laughter ; and we soon lost
MISCELLANEOUS,
good connoisseur in painting, but has a very world unfolded itself before my eyes : I soon the infamy, which belonged to him who sight of the whole equipage.
I expected that the catastrophe would be
forgot my borrowed part: one sentiment could so degrade himself as to act the part
THE HISTORY OF PEROUROU, OR limited understanding with respect to every
of a villain. But self-love and passion singular enough, but less terrible than it pro
absorbed
my
soul,
one
idea
enchained
my
thing
else,
has
entirely
spoiled
her
by
adula

THE BELLOWS-MEOER.
tion, amounting almost to idolatry.
Nov faculties. The charming Aurora perceived came alike to my aid. Enchained by the ved ! My engravers, while they taught me
_ _____
They
els, her looking-glass, and habitual incense her triumph, and seemed to listen with com fascinating enjoyments of the present, my my part, kept their own secret.
SUPPOSED TO BE RELATED BY HIMSELF.
from all aroun^J her, have raised self-love placency to the incoherent expressions of iimagination gilded with some rays of hope carried off every thing with them, like the
BY MISS HELLEN MARIA WILLIAMS. into vanity, and vanity into arrogance, and passion which escaped my lips. That in- Ithe gloom of the future.*1 “ The unhappi scene-shtfters of a theatre, who lock up the
As
will be decorations after the piece is finished.
All ness of Aurora,” said I to myself,
the most lofty disdain toward all who are terview fixed my destiny forever!
sthmatic nm
for the unfortunate Aurora, she saw nothing
but
transient
;
love
will
soften
its
bitterness.
difficulties
vanished
before
the
new
emotions
not
decorated
with
the
marks
of
opulence,
My history is composed of the most sin
of this. Her former lover continued speak
‘\an,,re>M,«nditl,.
gular circumstances.
Condemned by my or the distinctions of rank. 1 had the hon which animated my bosom. A single in Her mortal enemies are blinded by their de
ing when she no longer heard, or felt ! The
Difinlu
birth to vegetate among beings of the most or—for why speak in the third person, stant inspired me with the resolution of de sire of revenge. She will, she shall be hap
ruffians left her in a deep swoon. Judge of
py
in
despite
of
them
!
They
will
leave
me
<ng, lightness rfj
abject class, my elevation was the work of when it is my own history which I am rela voting my days and nights to study, in order
my situation !—Recollect that I now ac
human malice. That vice of society which ting— I had the honor of engaging her no that, possessed of the advantages of knowl some money and the means of procuring
quired a considerable share of sensibility and
more
by
industry
—
I
should
be
a
wretch,
edge,
1
might
be
less
unworthy
of
the
hap

ruins so many fortunes, laid the solid foun tice, from my connexions in business with
indeed, if 1 did not devote my life to the task delicacy from the instruction I had received,
-omplainls
Sometimes she accorded me piness to which I aspired.
dation of mine.
I am married, rich, and her father.
Every rooming I found some excuse for a of strewing flowers along her path ! When and the manner of life to which 1 had lately
happy, from having been the docile instru the singular privilege of giving me her hand
msI popular Mediens
been accustomed.
Alas ! in those cruel
-lit after from em,»
ment of an extraordinary act of mischiev at a ball, or attending her to the theatre. visit to the picture merchant; every morning she learns who I am, her resentment will no
moments 1 trembled at the thought of losing
doubt
at
first
be
vehement
;
but
when
bet

I
had
some
new
trinket
to
exhibit,
or
some
These
slight
favors
turned
my
brain
:
I
:count ofthesstoeisfe
ousness.
the woman I adored, or of seeing her res
I was born in some of those little hamlets, thought myself beloved, because I was pre object of taste on which to consult Aurora. good sense shall perceive that the evil is ir
landed their admin.
It was the season of flowers, and I pre reparable, resignation will come to her aid ; tored to life. I lavished on her the most
•situated in the neighborhood of Montelimart, ferred to others ; and ventured to unfold my
tender cares, and almost breathed wishes
¡in France. My lather had many a fruitless pretensions to her father, who lent a favora sented her every day with a boquet, com love will supply the place of riches !”
_,ses’an<l giving ihewi
that my cares might be unavailing.
Ah !
posed
of
such
as
were
best
adapted
to
her
ble
ear
to
my
offers.
Indeed
my
family,
Such
were
my
reflections,
during
eight
effort
to
raise
himself
above
indigence.
—
‘er every other remedy
my
friends,
I
thought
for
a
long
time
that
!
His
last
resource,
in
his
old
age,
arose
from
style
of
beauty
;
my
friends
often
added
the
profession,
fortune,
and
situation
gave
me
a
days previous to that on which I conducted
)ersons had given tbem.
Neverthe
At the moment my dreadful vows were heard.
the exercise of a talent which he had acquir- right to presume that my alliance would be sonnet or madrigal, of which I obtained the rny mistress to the altar.
of a cure !
Judge of my credit; and I sometimes surprised the fine when she pronounced the vow to live and less, after bathing copiously the pallid face
known to cure pmoiw \ ed in his youth ; that of a bellows-mender. agreeable to the young lady.
| ‘This, though not very brilliant occupation, surprise when on the first overture respect eyes of this charming young woman fixed die with me, a sudden shivering ran through of the lovely and delicate Aurora with wa
one in consumpiioi^^
ter, she resumed for a moment the use of
was the profession to which I was destined, ing marriage, the insolent girl, in my pres on mine, with the expression of tender ap my veins, a general trepidation seized my
pearance of approach^
her senses.— Her frenzied eye met mine—
whole frame ; I had never had so near a
at that time of life when I was thought capa- ence, answered her father in a tone of the probation.
“ Monster,” she exclaimed ; and her sen
Six months passed in this manner ; the view of villany.
I
should
infallibly
have
most
haughty
arrogance
—
1
Do
you
think,
‘
ble
of
earning
my
livelihood.
Satisfied,
at
en the salutary efa
ses again forsook her. I took advantage of
first, in following my business under the in sir, that a young woman like me was born engravers being too desirous of complete sunk to the earth, if a flood of tears had not
in hopeless cases, am
revenge, to hazard losing it by precipitation. come to my relief ; while the silly crowd, this second swoon to remove her from the
for
nothing
better
than
an
engraver
!
’
spection
of
my
father,
nature
had
endowed
sufferings of the patient,
sight of the spectators ('composed chitfly
I confess that this insolent and impudent Every evening they required an exact ac who surrounded us, mistook this last cry of
me with dispositions for industry, and I soon
olung life fordayjMl
count*
of
my
conduct,
with
which
they
were
expiring virtue for an excess of sensibility. of women with withered countenances, who
-rivalled, and even excelled my master. Am remark extinguished every sentiment of love
t a positive comfort ilwj
might have passed for witches) and laid my
iq my bosom ; and love when fled is easily so well satisfied that they furnished me with Aurora herself was deceived ; I felt, from the
bition
led
me
to
imagine,
that
my
talents
mjoy.
funds
far
beyond
the
wants
of
the
personage
warmth of her caresses, that the vain per plaintive bride on a little fresh straw, with
4 My
were fitted for a wider sphere ; and some of followed by a desire of revenge.
f the nills is wonderfuliu
I received at length a form sonage was ambitious of appearing as much which a compassionate neighbour strewed
j my excursions as far as the gates of Monte- friends,’ I exclaimed to those who now sur I represented.
quieting the cough, aoi
the flock-bed of iny old father.
When she
The engravers,
limart, succeeded beyond my wishes. Af round us, ‘ this disdainful girl, has in my al invitation from the picture merchant to a my mistress as my bride.
ile rest.
had again recovered the use of her senses, I
ter furnishing all I could spare for the sup person, committed a general outrage against fete, which he gave in the country, and of in order to reward me, as they said, for the
commanded every one to leave us, in order
re frequently removed in
port of my father’s old age, I found means us all. . Espouse my cause, and let us form which I was led to think myself the hero. ability with which I had acted my part, per
to have no witness of the explanation, and
to amass a little sum of money, which ena such a plan as shall serve to show her, that The vain beauty behaved so respectfully mitted me to prolong the enchantment for a
of the dreadful story which I was fated to
(says a person speaking
bled me to undertake a journey to Lyons. she has not, indeed, been born to the honor towards me, loaded me with such distin fortnight. Excess of love awhile banished
relate to my wife.
wife has tried various
guished
attentions,
was
so
lovely,
so
en

from my mind the fatal catastrophe, which
I made my appearance in that great city, of becoming the wife of an engraver !’
When I had disembarrassed myself of the
first celebrity, for an
“ Such is my history: do you feel suffi chanting—whether as mistress of the fete, was fast approaching. At length, after va
amply provided with such articles as be
crowd
I took Aurora in my arms ; I pressed
y, (or affection'oUi
or
its
brightest
ornament
—
that,
the
moment
rious conferences with the implacable ene
longed to my profession ; and the most cient confidence, and think yourself endow
her to my heart—my scalding tears bathed
nes was exceedin^iA
crowded streets soon resounded with my cries. ed with sufficient discretion to merit being we were alone, impelled by an emotion mies of Aurora, it was decreed that we
her cheeks.
At length she opened her
her to her house for days
Be which I was unable to suppress, I threw should set out on our journey to my native
I was young, dexterous, and well shaped : raised above your present condition ?
pyes,
and
fixed
them on me—mine shrunk
, she finds nothing^
myself
at
her
feet,
and
made
her
an
offer
of
I sold n>v wares rapidly, and became a gen- neath the abject covering which now dis
soil.
. . the
■ chambermaids
•
»
• I ; which
I • 11
from her glance ! The first use she made
lich Rtlfi-S Jsltaolii
era} favorite with
guises you, it is easy to discern that you marriage. She heard me with modest dig
Tn proposing to my wife an excursion, of
; while a tear of joy, which dimmed for which I foresaw all the cruel consequences, of speech, was to request me under pretence
her respiration, quieting
have some soul, and no common share of nity
1
was the utmost of my ambition.
of taking repose, which we both wanted, to
ng her comfortable rest.”
Returning home late one evening to my understanding. Will you venture to be- a< moment her fine eyes, convinced me that I could not prevent a deep sigh from esca
defer till the next day the dreadful detail of
pride
was
not
the
only
feeling
which
agita

:estimony of hundreds 01
come
the
husband
of
a
charming
woman
;
|
Tittle garret, which served me for a ware
ping me, to which the credulous Aurora the plot of which she had been the victim.
ted
her
heart
!
Yes
—
1
discovered
that
I
eliei which ogedpeopl!,
house as well as lodging, I was accosted by who, to attain perfection, wants only to have t
paid no attention. Her lively imagination I yielded to her request and withdrew, leav
beloved !
xperience from the w
'
four well-dressed young men, who seemed her pride mortified, and her vanity punish- was
was elated with the idea of travelling by my
After having deceived the daughter with side, in a magnificent equipage, attended by ing with her the niece of the Cure of the
“ Yes,” answered I, with firmness ;
uly astonishing, and ra
to be taking an evening walk. We were in ed
to the person, it was necessary to her women, escorted by servants on horse parish, whose kind offices she seemed to re
1
le to many, and are in
one of the most solitary streets of the quar “ I perfectly comprehend the part which respect
blind
the
father with respect to the fortune. back, and finding means of indulging, at ceive with thankfulness.
you
would
have
me
act,
and
will
fulfil
it
in
¡ential auxiliary tote
ter of St. Clair. They threw out a few
Possessed of little once, her pride and her love ; ideas excusa
t to their existence!
pleasantries on the lateness of the evening,, such a manner that you will have no rea- This was not difficult.
*Theeing and Thouing, as inferiors are ad
penetration, he gave full credit to the story ble enough at eighteen, which was the age dressed.
1 informs the Proprietor,
accompanied by sarcasms on my profession1 son to blush for your pupil.”
[to be continued.]
My father, 1 of my wife
The following day we conferred together which I related of myself.
of bellows-mender, which I answered in a
n the country observed
She was delighted in making
told
him,
lived
retired
at
his
seat
in
the
as
we
did
ever
after,
with
extreme
precau

son to believe the use «1
style of raillery at which they appeared sur
preparations for a journey the approach of
Lightning.—We copy the following mar
o the means of saving lit
prised. I saw them look at each other sig tion. During a whole week, I bathed two farthest part of Dauphiny.—Old age and which was to me distraction.
More than vellous story from a late London paper. It
nificantly ; and immediately after, heard hours, morning and evening, to get rid of the gout deprived him of the hope of ac once 1 implored my patrons for mercy. may be true, but—
them say—“ This is our man !” I own my tinkering skin and complexion. In the companying his son to the altar ; but he
he obligations I had entered into were laid
Perhaps human ingenuity and daring were
>xes, 30 Pills,
that these words made me start : finding interval of bathing, the most elegant hair gave his consent to the marriage, and s
ever more strongly manifested than in a re
s.
myself alone, in the dark, without any dresser of Lyons gave my long tresses the much the more willingly as the fortune o
Two of my friends served me as couri ent instance in Prussia. In order to get rid
form most in fashion. My ten friends fur his house had been considerably increased, ers ; while he who had paid his addresses to ?of an enormous rock, the expense of remoMERIES’
I means of resistance, and at the mercy of
four stout young men.
What would be nished me with assortments of the finest lin from the interest which his son had already Aurora, pushed his impudence so far as to iving which, by ordinary means would have
come of me ! was the reflection that occu en, and the most elegant dresses for the va taken in the mines of his province. I dwelt’ offer himself to me as coachman. It is true, "been as enormous, a deep hole was bored in
*it, into which was fixed a bar of iron, twenty
pied my mind ; when one of them who rious seasons ; and were soon so fond of also with secret complacency on the words that a wig dexterously stuck on his hair,
eight feet high, for the purpose of attracting
—
without
portion
;
alledging
that
my
for-;
inflamed
their
work
that
we
became
inseparable.
guessed at the cause of my terror, soon dis
and a plaster fixed on his right eye, so dis- lightning. The experiment was successful.
,uch immediate ani»
pelled it by accosting me in a tone of afTa- Almost their whole time was employedin tune was too considerable to think of aug guised him that even his friends did not re- pn the
1
-j
first thunder stonn, the rock —
was
>n recent sore eyes, lit
iifity—“ Perourou,” fthe name which the giving me instructions. One taught me to menting it by that of a wife. Before the
^battered into fragments, which of course,
cognise
him
;
three
others
of
the
young
en

tary.
Where the»
people of Lyons give their bellows-meuders,) read, another to write ; another some no end of this conversation, we were perfectly gravers gaily rode behind the carriage, as were easily carried away.
years standing, end»
Perourou,” said he, “ you probably have tions of drawing ; a few lessons in music j agreed ; for I left him absolute master of lacqueys. The other four, detained at Ly
Receipt for Fastening Leather upon Metal.
d cases, the most *
So that the conditions. All I required was the a- ons by their affairs, consoled themselves in
not supped ; nor we either ; our supper is a little, in short, of every thing.
—A. M. Fuchs, of Bai re re, says, that in order
)le relief has been W
ready, will you go and sup with us ?
Our during three months my time, thoughts and voiding any expensive and unnecessary not being of the party, by making the trav
1 to make leather adhere closely to metal, he
Eye Water, aM
intention is to do you more good than you attention were wholly absorbed in my stu eclat, as both the family of Aurora and my ellers promise to write to them where we jses the following method.
The leather is
I failed.
Persons * I
have any idea of. Come, and sup with us ; dies ; and I soon perceived that this kind of own were at a distance from Lyons. The should stop to rest ourselves ; and this we rteeped in an infusion of gall nuts ; a layer of
once it without best* j
marriage,
it
was
fixed,
should
take
place
on
life
suited
perfectly
my
taste«
—
1
felt
the
ut

and after supper we will talk with you. Do
did frequently, travelling only by short sta lot glue is spread upon the metal, and the
.n for these comp*
.not be afraid; we are gentlemen; if you most ardor to carry to perfection these first that day fortnight, and I undertook to ar ges. Scarcely could these wicked domes eather forcibly applied to it on the fleshy
twilh. Price 25 ce^side. It must be suffered to dry under the
will not enter into our schemes, we shall rudiments of my new education, which had range all the preliminary articles.
tics contain their mirth when they heard my same pressure. By these means the adhe
Having with some difficulty obtained per
only require your promise of secrecy, which become my chief delight; nature had fur
vain bride, who always spoke to them with sion of the leather will resist moisture, and
nished me not only with a disposition for mission to leave Aurora, I flew to Lyons,
you will run no risk in keeping.”
haughty distance, addressing herself to me nay be torn sooner than separated from the
informed
my
friends
that
the
drama
was
■nuine
studv,
but
with
a
memory
so
retentive,
that
There was something in the voice of the
in terms the most respectful ; inquiring the netal.
person who spoke to me, as well as in the my young friends observed with astonish hastening to a conclusion, and related all name of my chateaux, the extent of my es
Race extraordinary.—We understand,
that
had
passed.
They
overwhelmed
me
ment
the
rapid
progress
of
their
disciple.
proposition itsejf, so seducing, that I accept
tates, and of my seignorial rights of hunting some time last week, six Lawyers and the
At length they thought me sufficiently ac with so many compliments that, had I only
ed
the
offer
without
hesitation.
—
My
new
and fishing ; dwelling with complacency on lodge, on their way to Lincoln Court, in this
»mt street, Boston,
acquaintances, after having made me cross complished to carry their project into full possessed a slight tincture of vanity, I might thy mines, which to her lively apprehension fitate, were jogging along quite leisurely, in
^ointment, by
,
have
believed
that
they
rallied
me.
The
-several streets, brought me into an apart execution, and I was removed from my lit
SHURr,Kenneb^
were at least equal to those of Peru.
On ndian file, when the fifth horse became ament elegantly furnished, where we found tle closet to take possession of a spacious event, however, proved that they were se subjects such as these turned our conversa ! armed at something in the road, and started,
JpE, Kennebunk^ ;
-six other young men, who seemed to have suite of apartments in one of the first hotels rious ; and their revenge on Aurora was tions ; when three leagues beyond Monteli- ipset the gig, threw out the driver, and scat?1ELD, Wells.
4)een waiting forthem impatiently. A short in Lyons. The bellows-mender disappear as expensive as it was singular. That very mart, we perceived the narrow lane which :ered books, papers, &c. in every direction.
He soon came up with the fourth horse,
explanation took place concerning me, and ed altogether, to make way for the rich Mar morning they sent in rny name, to my mis led to a village, the steeple of which ap
Rvhich also took the alarm, and served his
we sat gaily down for supper.
I had the quis of Rouperon, principal proprietor of tress, the most magnificent boquet; a watch, peared distant from the high road.
This Iriverin the same way. The two horses
honor of making the company laugh, by the mines of Dauphiny. It was under this bracelet, jewels, laces of exquisite fineness, poor village alas ! was mine.
The critical low kept going ahead, and succeeded in oforming
a
present
sufficiently
splendid
to
some of my arch observations ; and confirm title that I presented myself to the picture
pertaking the third, 2d and first horses, all of
moment was approaching !
ed them in the good opinion, with which it merchant, as a purchaser who paid little at complete the deception both of father and
which took the alarm, and went ahead, but
We passed over lands that certainly were hinking their load too heavy, and seeing the
was necessary they should be impressed, tention to a few louis, provided he met with daughter. Towards the end of the week,
not mine ; and after three hours lohg and tdvantage their opponents had over them,
;tclÍH¿ávÍuí
before they would come to an explanation. pieces that were originals. A most perfect the contract of marriage was framed, in
^difficult travelling, our coachman, too well ?oon knocked sulkies to pieces, scattered
which
1
took
care
to
sign
my
real
name
;
a
imitator
of
my
experienced
tutors,
I
had
The servant withdrew, after having placed
instructed, stopped the carriage at the door looks, papers, lawyers and all in the road,
^uVnnrCE^
the desert on the table; and, during five learned to twirl my -seals, display my re precaution which, you will perceive here
. In this con-kff a miserable hut. An old man, clad
----- in ind then endeavored to overtake Nos. 4 and
minutes, a
profound silence prevailed peating-watch with an air of indifference, after, was not useless to me.stipulations ^Ihe-homely. garb- of poverty, was on
!
but whether they
throughout the assembly, which till then had show the brilliant which I wore on my fin tract I consented to certain i .
uninformed. All this took place within four
threshold
taking
the.
air.
—
In
this
old
man
I
ger, or handle an elegant snuff-box on which my bride’s favor, which I was very far
been sufficiently noisy.
or five miles of the Court House, and al
illious
L (ors^1!
from thinking would one day prove so much discovered my venerable father !—No, my though the five sulkies were all knocked into
»•i-14
At length, he who presided at the repast was painted a fancy portrait, which I mod
friend
I
have
no
colour
with
which
I
can
a cocked hat, we are happy to learn the law
addressed me in the following words :— estly observed was a picture of a beloved to her advantage.
OODALE.*'^
I deceived her ; but Heaven is my wit trace this original scene ! Figure to your yers were worse scared than hurt.
The ten persons with which ypp have sister.
self the trembling Perourou on one side, the
Jlugusta Chron.
I was desirous of pleasing and easily suc ness, it was not without remorse ! In pres
supped are all citizens of Lyons. We are
ence of the beautiful Aurora, intoxicating haughty Aurora on the other ; and six inso
ceeded,
But
it
was
not
enough
to
impose
engravers ; our joint profits with what we
There is a Horse in France which it is
love made me forget every thing but herself; lent young men ceremoniously placing her
obtain from our families, afford us an easy on the father; in order to fulfil the views of
said devours mutton and other flesh with the
and when I was with my joyous friends, on an old broken chair, with most insulting
(VINO. » V0,
___
my
patrons,
the
daughter
must
also
be
de

same gusto as other quadrupeds of that des
independence ; and we also acquire by our
their pleasantries, their bon-ton, the kind of bursts of laughter ; and with pleasantries cription do grain.
rtalents, a considerable share of reputation. ceived. While I was meditating on this point
the
most
aggravating,
refining
on
their
ven

dependence in which they held me, their
3L PENS.
The happiness we have enjoyed has lately the picture merchant gave me notice that he
Figure to
We only become moral men when we acservices, their instructions, rendered me geance, and her mortification 1
been disturbed, by love on one side and had just received a superb collection of en
yourself
the
pretended
coachman
taking
off custom our affections and talent to be direct
thoughtless with respect to the future. But
gravings
from
Rome
;
requesting
me
to
call
;pride on the other.
In the street of St.
in the stillness of solitude sophistry and pas- suddenly his plaster and his wig, and tutoy- ed by reason.—Journal of Education.
)try lout
Dominic lives a picture-merchant, who is. that same morning, since he would not ex-
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ANOTHER OF “THE NINETEEN.”
The following communication from one of
the seceding Electors ofthe Senatorial Elect
oral College of Maryland was received by the
editor of the Gazette at the moment when
that paper was about going to press. It will
be seen that he informs his fellow seceders
of his intention to go into the College on Fri
day next. There will then be twenty-three
qualified Electors, and but one more is re
quired to make up the number necessary to
choose a Senate.—Baltimore American.
To William Gwynn, Esq.
Sir—I will thank you to publish the letter
herewith annexed in your paper, and oblige
Your obedient servant,
WESLEY LINTHICUM.
Elkridge, Nov. 12, 1836.

Too Soon /—It is said that several letters
have lately passed through the Northern
Post Offices, directed to “His Excellency
Martin Van Buren, President of the United SATURDAY.NOVEMna^
States.” We presume there can be no ques
PRESIDENTIAfELEciin^
tion about the nature and purport of epistles
rv
T
t
V
e8U'tiSn0,ye!8scwW"ed C
bearing such a superscription.
Alexandria Gaz.
ry to the expectations ofthewh’
None whatever. They are letters from lieved that North Car0Lin. . 'gS’ il H
political labourers, looking each for the spoils Van Buren Electors, in which
that shall reward his devotion, and enable
very little doubt that Mr. Van
him to “ accomplish, as an hireling, his day.”
¡ceive a majority ofthe votesof^0^
We pity the President elect, if Van Buren is ,
at intensity
North Carolina,
1
to be the man. With what
intensity will
will he
he j• Colleges.
Colleges. North
Carolim at u/a
be bored ! How many wants, hopes .a1
— -----------* • —
and
1 *:
tion,
gave an Anti-Van
BtLn
He bout 5000. v
n .
en «Wly J
fears, will cluster around his person 1!
the applicant to his .
r . .
■ ,
1 e nlerest seemstfti
will be often reminded of the
great Exemplar, Jackson, who
who wished
wished the
the eetl. iolb by either -party,
., in the p|„ '*
«r„„Li
a more
.v.—
,ectofal
office of minister to Great Britain.
“Could lection:
lecfi°n » thf>
the wh!t>
whigs,
es •
he have it ?” “ No—it was filled.” “ Well, seem to have been aware thaisu? '
was there a Consulship vacant ?” “ No.” tion was about to take place i„
“ Have you any city postmasterships, or cus
tom house offices, to dispose of?” “ Unfor -New Jersey, on the other hand i**
tunately,—none.” “ Any small vacancies in appointed all parties by chooain.
the office of mail contractor, any where ?” son Electoral ticket, atJ(j t( 6
Harh
“ None.” “ No office at all ?” “ No, by the ticket for Members of Congless,
!,li
Eternal, there is not one solitary one !”
has
always
been
considered
as
a
'
1
“ Well !” said the applicant, drawing a
long and heavy sigh—“ could you let a of Van Burehism.
friend have a few old clothes, 2
Any cast-off*
We give below all the ¡„fo^
breeches, roundabouts, or any thing of that mg the recent elections which wQ i h
kind ? If you could, you would greatly o- ceivedt"»’kJ
blige me I”—Philadelphia Gaz.
Electoral vote of Maine.-^Qf
ICld
Humbug forever !—At the election in Oc —The returns of votes forElc:;*,,
lectors of
tober last, the majority given for Van Buren dent and Vice President have hi
' :en «lais
by the Mormons in Kirtland township, ed by the Governor and Council,
rf
Geauga County, Ohio, was 133. The reason
-¡-ì IH
lowing
table
shows
the
vote
ofea(to coud
assigned for this vote of the Mormons was,
Van Buren.
that they had been promised by an agent of Counties.
^pledged d
3393
Van Buren, that if he was elected, they should York,
lair
4812
have their lands in Jackson county, Missouri, Cumberland,
3608
Lincoln,
2527
from which they had been driven, by the
2264 1
1005
citizens there, restored to them. At the re Hancock,
634
1530
cent election in this town, Van’s majority was Washington,
792
1791
280! being an increase of 147. From this Kennebec,
1867 !
2150
we should infer that the former promise had Oxford,
852 ,
Somerset,
1658
been clinched !
1521
Penobscot,
2423
But badinage aside, what a horrible state
1483 j
1611
of our party politics does it betray, when the Waldo,
305
man seeking the highest post in the nation
22,900
will stoop to court the support of the misera
15,239
ble dupes of the “ Golden Bible” imposture ?
From 32 towns and plantations no
It would seem from this, that there is no were received.
“ humbug,” however gross and disreputable,
New HAMPSHiRE.-Van Buren RleJ
mat will
win uui
me baitJHHtJS
that
not lit;
be »Cizeu
seized upuil
upon uy
by the
satellites
of“ the party” favorite, to perpetuate power
in his hands. Is he worthy ofthe support of chosen by about 10,000 majority.
intelligent American freemen, who will thus
Massachusetts remains firin in the ml
minister to the delusions of misled men, for
port of sound whig principles. 288io^
the sake of their votes ?—Buffalo Whig.

From France.—We have received our files [Correspondence of the N. Y. Journal Com.]
of Paris papers to Oct. 15. The receipts of
key west, oct. 20, 1836.
the revenue of France within the three first
The U. S. sloop-of-war Vandalia, Capt.
quarters of the year have exceeded those of Crabbe, arrived here on the 5th inst. and is
the corresponding period of last year by the i still lying in the harbor.
A detachment of
sum of 23,345,000 francs ; and those of three j! seamen and marines, on board the U. S. Cut
first quarters of 1834 by 33,180,000 francs. : ter Washington, and a number of boats and
The Review of the Two Worlds, one of | barges, left here about a week since under
the ablest and most extensively circulated ■ the command of Lieut. L, M. Powell, for the
literary journals of France, contains an arti-1 purpose of operating against the Indians that
cle on the Presidency of Gen. Jackson, and i are at present in small bodies on the islands
the choice of his successor.
!
near.to Indian Key, (about 70 miles from
The Emperor of Russia has sent to Major j this place.) They not long since took pos
Poussin a box of beautiful manufacture, en session of one of the small wrecking vessels
riched bv a superb antique cameo, in testi-1: ofthe reef, when lying at Key Tavernier—
riTony of his esteem for the work which that ! tbe crevv fortunately escaping with only
two
hilii I a r 11? nnhhahod ontit ad
•
4=7 .
.
. *!J
officer has
lately published, entitled Works of of their number slighly wounded,
ELKRIDGE, NOV. 12tH, 1836.
and imme
Internal Improvement in the United States. diately set heron fire and burnt her to the To Messrs. McGill, Wason, Quynn, Fisher,
Boston Daily Adv.
Ellicott, Bell, Vansant, Harwood, Hope,
water’s edge. The inhabitants of Indian
Sutton, Keene, Fountain, Evans, G. A.
The Journal du Commerce has the follow- Key have been in great alarm, and not withThomas, Duvall, J. B. Thomas, and George.
ing :—Gen. Damremont, who set out for out reason. The last tidings we had of the
Gentlemen —Believing that the course we
Toulon two days ago, has for his ostensible expedition referred to, were that it had left
in seceding
from the Electoral Colmission to take the command at Oran.
His Indian Key and proceeded towards some of adopted
.
.
real mission is to explain clearly to
Marshal the Islands nearer to the main land, on which j Je»e was expressive ofthe wishes of a majorClausel the views of the Cabinet,
and thefires had been observed.
Lieut. Powell’s ; bY ofthe people of Maryland, but not having
conditions upon which he may retain his whole force is understood to be about 160,; beet] sustained by that majority, and being at
command. He must first send an apology to
including officers.
I ab tiines willing to submit to the will of the
the Ministry for having tendered hisresigna-| Sincelhe destruction of the Light-house at| Peo|de, 1 have determined to obey this will
tion, as the Cabinet cannot submit to be thus Cape Florida, we do not know’of a white as expressed *7
...... u by the votes of the November
dealt with ; Gem Damremont is next to re- family remainino' any where on the coast of Election, and shall repair to Annapolis on
mind the Marshal that the Government in-! the Peninsula from Tampa Bay to St. Au-' Friday, the 18th inst. and on the 19th qualitends to preserve what it has in Africa, but gustine. The Indians are in undisputed pos- (I fy as an Elector of the Senate, and I invite
’- ■ Marshal fully session ofthe
■ country, and...
not to conquer more. If *the
it is the opinion i
meet me there, for the purpose of
comprehends the state of the question, and of many here that they will remain so, if they
oiaking a quorum,
IT am
consents to’deliver the letter required by the think proper so to do,'for a year to come, if
H,>’ with
w’”k much respect,
your obedient servant,
Ministry to the General, the latter will not not longer,
make a long stay in Africa ; but if, as is most | It is a melancholy fact that not a single
WESLEY LINTHICUM.
probable, the Marshal refuses, Gen. Darnre- step has been taken, since the first comFalse Reports.—The, Alexandria Gazette
mont has an appointment to the command, mencement of hostilities, to prevent the Inwhich he will produce.
j dians locating themselves in a section of the i ca*'s L,pon the whig press of this city to deThe Boris Sens, affirms, in contradiction to i country, to them perhaps more desirable than ! no,,nce; ’n becoming terms, the base and
the opinion of the press in general, (hat the ! almost any other within their reach :—that' LYI?IG ^ra«<ls which have been practised upon
expedition to Constance has been definitive- j lying in the vicinity of New River and Caoe |tbe Pn*dl(b an(i °f which the press as well as
ly resolved on, and that the Duke de Ne-1 Florida. There, the arrow root, one of their tbe Pe°pK were made the dupes. That the
mours will form a part of it. The Duke of principal bread-stuffs, grows ^indigenously,— i ^a’se reports which were brought to this city
Orleans, it adds, will remain at Paris, as it ■ there have they been allowed to establish uhd credited by every body, were fabricated
1
I..*. I —
i.
j _.
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.i _
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pir u'
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has lately been determined that the two ■ themselves, and there it is believed they are by a set of GAMBLERS, for the purpose of
• ’nn’ni» .UUUI.J,
JUlK,
brothers shall never go out together to ¡war. j: no
w, in considerable numbers, sitting under w
now,
money, uwiu
both here «I1U
and III
in licvv
New York,
bave not a particle of doubt, and we
The Government yesterday received the ■ the “ vine and fig trees” of the dispossesseduo we ,have
them afraid.
tb,n7 we co,uld natne the men. who had a
following telegraphic despatch from Bayon-j whites—with none 1to make
‘
’
ne, dated 7 in the evening of Wednesday :—■ ij The very land that they should have been han<* ,n and profited by these frauds. We
“ A letter from Madrid says, Gomez is at j kept from if possible, has been that, to which, an°w some of them, though we have not, as
Monteno, preparing to repass the Guadalquiv- jlas it were, they have been urged to go by I Yef’ .at
evidence of their agency
names to
er and the Sierra, in order to throw himself;, the establishing of posts and carrying on off :ilbat* "71,1 ,bear us out iri £ivinS their
iiivu Htiuiccj
iu i
I
into the .Mountains of Vohde, in consequence operations solely on their northern boundary. I the public, though we may do it hereafter.
of the demonstrations made by the Captain- Every one in this quarter knbwing any thing I We feel not less indignant at this species of
.i
.i editor
... of the
■
the
General of Seville, who, on the 28th, had as of the Indians and the country, joins in the YRAUD and swindling than
sembled 4000 men at Carmona.—Sauz was 'i same opinion, that if the Seminole war is to j ^,azette, and are ready, as soon as we can do
on the 6th, at six leagues from Oviedo, which be closed by fighting before peace is obtained, | s.°’.to l(,f. the guilty up to the scorn and deWe have a
was occupied by 2000 troops and militia, de the Southern shores of the Peninsula must rision of an insulted public.
give, for Governor, Everett (whig)4]^
termined to make a stout resistance. The be made the theatre of action. Possessing clue to the base and guilty wretches, and let
The Secretary of State, Mr. ...............
Forsyth,,. ...
has
s l “or,on<v-35-4"-whigMjMi,,y
Portuguese brigade arrived there on the 2d, as the people do generally, these views—they them beware exposure. One of them deem been electioneering in Georgia, certifying
a spectacle
towns 10 be heard
Tliei«
from Leon, by forced marches.”
T”
t____ L, I ^bo‘u
___
look with no little anxiety to what may be ed it advisable to carry on his operations in there for Mr. Van Buren. What
At the present moment, Gomez is in a po the result of the expedition, emanating from New York, and has not shown his face of a free government, when the minions of j lor Lt. Governor is about the same. N
since
he is prudent.—Herald. power, the servants of the people, set them- I) majority for the whig electoral ticket
sition to over-run the whole of the north of the Vandalia.
«¡Ilk
60^11!
Yours, &c.
G. P.
Andalusia, without impediment ; but if he
SrIvps nr»
ns masters,
mnsi.pm. nnrt
nnlla !I a |i
....
selves
up as
and dintAtP
dictate nt
at thr*
the polls
lt|e iar<rer
GEN. HARRISON AT HOME,
remains as long at Jaen as he lately did near
From Key West.— By an arrival at Charles
vs.
State Legislature.-^ is ascertain!;
Requena, he may possibly be unable to re ton we learn that the Mexican armed brig In
An English paper gives an account of a
Mr. VAN BUREN AT HOME.
cross the Gaudalquiver,or will find himself dependence, Kelly, from Baltimore lor Vera
man walking under the water, having a boat that the whigs have elected 22ofthe 40Sent
taken by surprise between the division of Cruz, with all her ammunition and stores,
General Harrison resides in Cincinnati. and airpump with necessary apparatus for ¡tors. Districts which choose 482 Rp, J
Gen. Alaix, and the columns which are fora six months cruise, went ashore on Som His majority there at the late election was supplying him with fresh air m
in attendance.!.
attendance. 1
»
, r
.
■,
1 Wl
906
voles.
|| It
this is
new. But
from, »hick n.
marching from Seville and Ecija upon Cor brero Reef, 23<1 ult. She was got off by the
It supposes
supposes this
is something
something new.
But two
two ' 1»t'.'’ea.ha''e bee"
dova.
Mr. Van Buren resides in Albany.
His : or three years ago, Mr. Norcross visited Bos- 314 whigs and 168 Van Buren men.
wreckers U. States and Single Sailor, after
rr" population ’ ton and also this town, where he walked unMembers of CoNGRESs.-Messrs. Field,
throwing over part of her cargo, and was ta majority there is about 200. The
and number of votes of the two places is a,i- der water from Brown’s wharf, to Ferry er, Phillips, Cushing, Lincoln, Briggs,Gy
The affair at Smyrna.—Capt. Inglee, of ken to Key West.
bout the same.
wharf, in the same manner. He afterwards
brig Banian, from Smyrna, states that he e nnell, Calhoun, Hastings, and Reed (whip,.
visited many other places in the country, and
tered a protest before his departure, against
St. Louis, (Mo.) seems to have become hut
The Surplus Revenue.—This subject every finally reached New Orleans, where he un Parmenter (V. B.) and Borden (Independen:
the unwarrantable detention of his vessel by a mere starting point for the celebrated “ Far
the commander of the Trench squadron on West,” and one too, that is pretty well crowd day becomes one of more importance to the dertook to investigate the bed of the Missis are elected. We have seen no returns fa
that station ; which, with a representation of ed at this time.—The Republican of the People of Maine, for the fund is accumula sippi, but in consequence of some defect in J. Q. Adapts’ District, but he is probably
ting, and the time for the distribution draws his apparatus was drowned.
the affair, has been forwarded by the Amer 24th ult. says—
elected without opposition.
nigh. Over a million of dollars, it is proba
Newburyport Her.
ican Consul, Mr. Offley, to our government.
“ During the last forty-eight hours, not less ble, are to come into our Treasury soon after
It will be recollected that the French com than twenty seven steamboats have arrived at
Rhode Island.—The Van Buren Electon
the 1st of January. What is to be done with
mander took possession of the Banian to
Mammoth Man.—This modern Falstaft*
this port, bringing nearly eighteen hundred
it ? This is a question for every body. We took his departure from Concert Hall this succeeded by a majority of 254 votes. Ifih
search for a deserter, who was not on board,
passengers, destined for this, and other parts
look to the people for enlarged and liberal morning, in the presence of a large con whigs had made proper efforts their canili.
and took the vessel back to Smyrna.
of the “ Far West,” of course the accommo
We learn also from Capt. Inglee that on dations at the hotels were insufficient for views. Let there be no petty scrambling for course of people. He was conducted from dates might have been chosen.
it. Let us cast our eyes on New York, Ohio, the exhibiting room by a body-guard, to the
the 15th and 16th of September, eighty cam
them, and nearly thirty steamboats dischar
el loads of figs were received at Smyrna.
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Indiana,—see street, where a carriage of ample dimensions
ging and receiving their freights; and the
Connecticut.—Complete returns wen
what they have done, and are doing ; and let had been provided, but it was found that the
The price they bore was exhorbitant, owing
broad Mississippi kept in almost continual ag
us see if we have not the resources to imitate monster could not raise his nether limbs high published last week.
principally to an attempt on the part of some
itation by the numerous steamers which sped
their example. Maine, as a State, has not enough to reach the step of the carriage, and
English houses to monopolise the market.
o’er her turbid bosom.”
struck a blow as yet, to make a Canal or a therefore a platform, such as horses are made
Vermont.—Official returns, from allilii
They were expected to cost fourteen cents
Rail Road ! Can nothing be done ? Are to walk upon, was provided, by which he by counties in the state, of the votes for Elect
per pound on board.—Boston Pat.
Wisconsin.—The Legislature of Wisconsin we behind the age ? Are we doomed to
great exertions succeeded in taking his seat ors on the 8th inst., give the Harrison (¡del
convened on the 25th October. The dis hew wood, and draw water for other States ?
LATE FROM CHILI.
in the vehicle, to the no small amusement of 20,990 ; the Van Buren 14,039-majoriiyfw!
tricts
of
Des
Moines,
Iowa,
Dubuque,
MilExtract of a letter to Mr. J. Coffee, of the
Is there no State pride ? We look to our the by-standers. It is said that the mam
wawkee, Brown and Crawford, are repre Governor for a statesman’s views. Let him
Merchants’ Exchange, dated
moth man has realized a very handsome Harrison 6951. Only three counties in tbi
sented by thirteen Council-men, and twenty take courage, and speak boldly. No manev- isum during his short stay in this city.
BALTIMORE EXCHANGE, NOV. 15, 1836.
State gave Van Buren majorities, one of
The Argyle arrived about 8 or 9 o’clock,
Boston Journal.
which gave 28, another 21 and the third 14
Portland Adv.
and I give you a copy of Captain Codman’s
The U. S. Ship Pennsylvania, now on the
statement of an attempted Revolution in
In Montpelier, Vt. a hole has recently been
New York.—The whigs in the interior of
stocks in the Philadelphia Navy Yard, is the
Chili.
Betting in New-York.—Enormous sums, drilled in the earth to the depth of 800
“ Aug. 27.
Information was received at largest ship that ever was built. She will we are told, have been bet in New York on feet, from which it has been ascertained that the State did not contend so vigorously for
Valparaiso, by the Chilian govermnent, from probably be launched in five or six months. the Pennsylvania election, the Van Buren for every 80 feet descent, heat increases at ■ the constitution and the laws, as did their
their minister in Peru, that ex-general Freize, The Public Ledger gives the followingas the men for the few first days betting freely on the rate of one degree. The interior of the , brethren in the city. The Van Buren Elect
(formerly President of Chili) was fitting out; dimensions of this monster, which we think from 5000 to 20,000 majority for Van Buren. globe according to this must be in a state of | ors are said to be chosen by about 25,000
an expedition at Callao, consisting of the will be interesting to our readers.
The day when the good news came for the fusion. Experiments in France have given I
majority. The Van Buren candidate for
Portland Times.
Whigs, they would not bet at all.
ship Monteaguala, and man-of-war brig Gen. ■
similar results.
Governor is probably elected by a majority,
Length 220 feet; beams 58 feet; beams on
Orbegosse, chartered from the Peruvian gov
The like is the fact in this city. The Van
Buren men, confiding in the truth of the rep
ernment, for the Island of Chiloe, in the each deck 34 ; decks 5 entire.
We notice a paragraph in the New York nearly as large. Decided majorities of the
On the spar deck she has
south part of Chili, to effect a revolution in
44 ports. resentations of the Van Buren papers which Herald, stating that the Cashier of a Bank in members elect of both branches ofthe Slate
that quarter against the existing government
Upper gun deck,
44
have claimed 40,000 majority, have bet free Boston who recently absconded, had been
Second ’
’
of Chili, and sailed from Callao, 7th July.
ly here on from 5000 to 10,000 majority, largely concerned in the Eastern land specu Legislature are Van Buren men. Wedonol
42
Lower ’
’
His force consisted of about 14 guns in
whereas if Pennsylvania has gone for Van lation. It is not so—he was a speculator in learn the result of the Congressional elections
32
Buren, they will not win the tenth part of India Rubber stock, to the tune of about sev in the 30th and 31st districts.
each vessel, and about 80 men in both ves
Total
what they would otherwise lose.— ib.
sels. The men were mostly deserters from
enty-five thousand dollars.—People's Press.
foreign vessels. His officers were disaffected Deduct for stern and bridle ports, 22
New Jersey has nobly redeemed itsell
and banished Chilians.
Freize’s intention
JI Gang of Robbers and Burglars Arrested.
The elections on the 15th and 16th resulted
The
Royal
Tar.
—
The
brig
James
Brewer,
She can mount
140 guns. —Jacob Hays and C. A. M. Smith succeeded
was to touch at the Island of Juan Fernan
6 feet high between each deck ; 20 inches on Saturday in breaking up a gang of the which arrived here on Saturday last from in the choice of eight whig Electors and si
dez, release and take into his possession the
convicts placed there by the Chilian govern thick through the sides ; 26 inches at the most audacious robbers and burglars that Stockholm, on the 10th inst. fell in with the whig members of Congress. The vneanejio
wreck of a steam boat, Cash’s Ledge bearing
ment; but oh his passage, the crew of the bows ; deck plank 5 inches thick.
have for a long time infested this city.
N. W. distant 15 miles. It is supposed to be the delegation from that State in the pwJi
Estimate of the quantity of sail duck re
ship Montequada rose upon and confined the
A*. Y. Jour. Com.
Congress, occasioned by the election
|
the Royal Tar.
officers in irons to the deck, and brought the quired for making one complete suit of sails,
Dickerson to the office of Governor, hasten
ship into Valparaiso on the 5th or 6th of Au tec. for the United States Ship Pennsylva
Lowell has elected eighteen Van Burengust, and gave her up with the officers to the nia, by C. Ware, lale sail maker in the U. S. ites to the Legislature, by majorities from one
We learn by the St. John papers, that supplied by the choice of William fl
»Navy.
Chilian government.
Capt. Reed has been presented, by a number wood, a staunch whig. The remaining five
to ten votes. The Lowell Courier says—
This information caused a great deal of a- Number of yards for one set of sails, 18,341
If any one wishes to know how our oppo of his friends at St. J., with £150, 5s. as a of the delegation in the present Congress are
Jarm at Valparaiso and St. Jago. All busi Bags, hammocks, boat sails, awn
nents have gained, we can easily tell them. mark of respect for his exertions to save the Van Buren men. The names of the gentle*
ings, &c.
ness was at an end, and a revolution expect
14,624 They have gained only foreigners, with the lives of the passengers and crew of the Royal
men elected to represent the State in the25ih
ed by many. The government took very
exception of a few individuals. It is said that Tar, at the time of her destruction by fire.
Total number of yards,
strong and energetic measures to counteract.
The
sum
of
$110
was
also
raised
by
a
Congress are as follows John Aycr’gg ►
32,965 a certain Lawyer of their party obtained nat
Freize’s movements.—Troops were immedi- S|ze of shrouds,
11 inches uralization for one hundred and twenty five number of the young men of that city, be Wrn. Halsted ; Charles C. Stratton; John B.
ately despatched south ; the Archilies man-’ Main stay,
19 inches Irishforeigners last summer—of whom 110 side a sum sufficient to procure a medal, to Maxwell ; Jos. T. Randolph ; Thos.J.^'
of-war brig, and ship Monteaguala, and schr. Main mast from step to fly pole,
178 feet
voted at this election ! Thus the reins of be presented to Mr. Brown, the steward of
Colobolo were fitted out, and in a very short Main yard,
110 feet
government are taken from the hands of the the Royal Tar.
Pennsylvania.—Official returns from all
time armed and manned under the Chilian Topsail yard,
82 feet
American people, by the cleves of British
the
counties in the State give Van Buren a
Flag, and sailed (supposed for Chiloe) in' Topgallant yard,
52 feet
almshouses and refugees from justice !
Melancholy.—The body of Capt. Ebenezer
search of Freize’s other vessel, the General Royal yard,
56 feet
The party which claims to be especial Buck, of Robbinston, was found drowned at majority of 4364. Van Buren’s vote is91r
Orbegosse, he being on that vessel with his Sheet anchor,
10,000 lbs.
friends of the American people, dotheir ut the head of Hayden’s wharf yesterday after 475. The vote for Ritner (whig) for Gover
best officers, a supply of small arms, and Sheet cable,
25 inches most to subject the sons of our intelligent noon, where he is supposed to have fallen
nor, last fall, was 94,047,
Maintop sail contains
money to effect his object.
1531 yds.
yeomanry, the men trained to the knowledge overboard in attempting to get into his boat,
mA self-government in our free schools, to the on Saturday night last.—Suspicion was exci
Delaware and Maryland.—Comply®
the north of Chili on the 30th July, and last
The court of inquiry appointed to investi thraldom of the ignorant subjects of a mon ted from the circumstance that his boat had
returns from these States were published ast
ed until the 20th of August at Valparaiso ; gate the proceedings of the war in Florida, archy !!
been lying at the head of the wharf from
but was still kept on at the other ports. Gun met at Frederick, Md., last week, and ad
The fact stated by the Lowell Courier, ac Saturday night till yesterday afternoon, dur week.
boats were fitted up for the protection of journed to the 25th of this month.
counts for the positive assurance which was ing which time nothing was seen of him, and
Valparaiso harbor, and martial law proclaim
Virginia has gone for Van Buren by about
expressed by some Van Buren men here, search was accordingly made, which result
ed.
The government organ at Washington, the previous to the election, that they should ed, as we have already stated. Mr. Buck
On the 29th Aug. information reached Globe, says the distress in the money market have a large gain in Lowell.
was about 42 years of age, and has left a wife 5000 majority.
Valparaiso, by the barque George and Henry, has but just begun.
Newburyport Herald.
and family of children.—Eastport Sentinel.
Ohio has given the Harrison Electorsft
Capt. Smith, from Conception, (which vessel
large
majority—in the vicinity of 10>000.
had been released for the purpose of bringing
It is our melancholy duty to announce the
Miss Landon—the delightful L. E. L.—is
Bread.—The New York rice flour is now
the news down,) that Gen. Frieze had made death of James H. McCulloch, Esq. Collector
going to be married. If she is as good as extensively used in Boston, in the proportion
good his landing
at h the jIsland
Chiloe,
I’e d",e(*' on l^e evening
Kentucky, also, goes strong for
o k
fk > «. of
--------’ i of this
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by Ch. O. Emerson, Atty.
Bay,
7th,
with
about
700
regulars
and
ma

rum.) The College immediately proceeded
No man enjoyed more fully the public esteem ceased, containing about eighty acres, with
York, May 26, 1836.
J
and affection than Gov. Pleasants, and no man the buildings thereon, laying on the eastern
to the election of a Senate. Fifteen whigs rines, in good health.
better deserved universal respect and good will
STATE OF MAINE.
were chosen, each of whom received 21 THE
penns^vania~election
Died at Macao, in China, on the 11th of June side of Kennebunk river and adjoining land
last, our valuable and extensively beloved fellow of Samuel Kimball, Nathaniel Smith, Jere York ss....At the Court of Common Pitas, be
votes and there were five blank ballots. A
NEWS.
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the
citizen Edmund Roberts, Esq. He was in the miah Lord and others.
letter dated Annapolis, Nov. 19, says :—
Also another lot of land containing about
County of York, on the third Monday of
[From the Philadelphia Gazette.]
employment of our government as a Commercial
October, A. D. 1836.
y J
The “21” stood their ground gallantly, and
“ We predict that the Tories will hence Agent, and sailed from jthis country about two twenty acres, laying about one fourth of a
achieved tor the Whigs and„ the State this forth suspend their ‘ exclamations of wonder years since in the U. S. ship Peacock, accompan mile above said farm and adjoining land of £AN the foregoing petition, tbe Court order
glorious triumph.—They have been true to and surprise,’ at the late fabrications, by ied by the U. S. schr. Enterprize. Having vis Bracy Curtis, Nathaniel Smith and said
that the Petitioner notify all persons
their own solemn obligations, and true to the which the Whig journalists being deceived ited Siam and concluded the treaty which he had Kennebunk river. Conditions made known interested, by causing an attested cony of
made
with
that
government
on
a
former
voyage,
at the time and place of sale.
said petition and this order thereon to be
constitution. Thanks to them for their no^ themselves, were led to deceive others.
published three weeks successively’ in the
ble conduct. Notan inch did they yield to Tnese forgeries have been traced at last to he sailed for Cochin China with the hope of ef
TOBIAS WALKER, Guardian of
fecting there also a negotiation, but it failed from
Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper printed at
the overtures or propositions of their adver the door of a Tory gambler, who made them want of an interpreter. At Siam, the crew con
Tr
,
,
_
Jane S. Curtis.
Kennebunk, the last publication to be thirty
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 15, 1836.
saries. From the high ground they first took in order to make up losses which he had met tracted a malignant disease, which proved extendays at least before the term of this Court to
they have not repeated a step. All good cit- with by betting on fifteen and twenty thous sivety fatal- Among the persons attacked was
At the same time will be sold the right of
zens will bless them, and their names will go and majority for Van Buren in Pennsylvania. Mr. Roberts, soon after the arrival of the ships at the other heirs, so that the whole of the a- be held at Alfred aforesaid, on the second
down to posterity, and will be hallowed in all 1 be discovery of this fact has completely si Macao, which occurred on the 26th of May last. bove farm will be offered at auction. The Monday of February next, that all such per
after time, as true patriots and the saviors of lenced the batteries of the Faithful.”
Portsmouth Journal.
J
land is covered with timber and wood of the sons may then and there appear, and shew
the State. I write in haste.
most valuable kind, and the farm is one of cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
B. J. Heard was the President of the Col
_____ SH1PÄEWS.
the best in the county of York. Persons
Strafford County.—The project for a divis
lege.
As you will remember, the college
Attest, J ERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
who
have
money
to
invest
will
find
it
to
their
ion of the County has been voted down by a
KENNEBUNK, NOV. 26, 1836.
Copy of said petition and order thereon *
convened on the nineteenth of September
interest
to
attend.
when there were found to be nineteen^ sece-1 wp?p
VOte^rJn ^°7,ersworth
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY. Clerk
Likewise, on the same day at the same
November 19, 1836.
’ erk*
ARRIVED.
place, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, will be
Nov. 19—-Brig Ponce, Davis, New York ;
20—schs. Nile, Ward, Boston ;
sold at auction about 25 or 30 tons of hay,
M. Pomingo Coffee
Ploughboy, Wormwood, do. ;
two yoke of oxen, two cows, one yoke of OF a good quality, for sale at Boston priMoro,
Mitchell,
do.
;
’
yearling steers, fifty bushels of potatoes, farm- 1
voies. Haddiùon^o
“
ing utensils, one waggon, one
»ty. b/“’
‘be “"gl<> j" G^PeTkINs“'
<^3 sloop Harriet, Donald, Newburyport ;
24—sch. Independence, Gooch, Boston.
hold furniture. &c.
! Kennebunk-port, Nov. 18, 1836.
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effects of Intemperance !
He possessed
fine talents, learning, and friends—but he
could not withstand the temptation—he had
never signed the pledge, and has gone down
to the drunkard’s grave.

PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH

VOLUME OF THE
DR. CHASES’S TRUSES, SIXTH
l LADIES
COMPANION,

For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
COMMENCES WITH THE NOVEMBER NUMBE1,
Hernia or Rupture. (
THIS article is the invention of Heber
Terms—Thret Dollars a year !
ILL find in the use of the ALBION
|[From the London Literary Gazette.]
HE Ladies Companion contains Origin,
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
THE SOUL.
CORN PLASTER, one of the ry member of the Philadelphia Medical feoal and selected Tales, Sketches, Eg.
What is the soul ? It may not be
says, Poetry, Biography, &c. &c.—together
most efficacious remedies known for that
A light which Chance hath waked tobirtn ,
These instruments have been submitted to with a choice collection of fashionable music
FALL & WINTER GOODS. troublesome complaint, as hundreds or the test of experiment, in that city and other and
Nor is that power, Necessity,
splendid Engravings, Drawings, Em
HE subscriber has just received his Fall thousands can, and are ready to testify, to its places, for about 2 years, under the observa broidery, &c. &c. with an accurate deseripThe mother of the earth.
Philosophy in vain may teach
& Winter supply of NEW GOODS, having answered a better purpose than any
tion of some of the first surgeons of that tion of each plate. In addition to which, the
That Nature formed this glorious whole ;
which are offered for sale on very favorable thing they had ever us£d. This application place; whose unqualified recommendation April and October numbers are accompanied
In worlds which science cannot reach,
terms for cash or country produce, consist never causes the least pain, although it sof they have obtained, as being the best article with handsome engraved Title Pages, and a
“ God '.-God made man a living soul
ing in part of
tens the Corn and draws it out by the roots. ever offered to the public : having been found, general index for each Volume, Alphabet
Blue, Black, Brown, Olive, Green, Claret It gives immediate ease as soon as applied, in a large proportion of the cases, not only to ically arranged, which is intended to perfect
What is the Soul ?—a deathless ray
and Mixed Broadcloths;
■
.
A gift of that immortal hand
two volumes a year of nearly
and is as thorough as it is gentle in its effects. afford immediate relief to that distressing and
Fancy colored Cassimeres ; Satmetts do.
Which from blind chaos struck the day,
60® Pages.
dangerous disease, but, by a few months use
REMARKABLE
CURES
!
And held, unpoised, the sea and land—
and Vestings ;
to
effect
a
radical
cure
:
and
thus
render
the
The
Steel
Engravings
which have appeared
03?" A gentleman near Greenfield writes :
Who o’er the earth shed beauty rife,
Ribb and Clouded Buckskins ;
longer wearing of the instrument unnecessaiy. in the Ladies Companion, during the last
Who gave sublimity its might,
Petershams ; Pilot Cloths ; Kerseys and “It has cured a Corn, which for years had
The Committee .of the Philadelphia Med year, are beyond comparison, with those of
Who waked the planets into life,
Coatings ;
. , •
i
. caused me inconceivable pain and trou ical Society, who were appointed to investi any similar publication in America, and the
And bowed the starry globe of night.
English and German Goats hair Camlets , ble. (after trying various other remedies ;)
3-4 and 6-4 English Merino ; 6-4 Figured and having received such relief myself, 1 gate the merits of the various instruments in price of the work is only Three Dollars
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in per annum. The following are the EngraFrom stern Necessity call grace—
do.—-splendid article.
Call order from the dreams of chance—
advise all, however obstinate the complaint, favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report, vings, and those of the succeeding year, will
German and French do. ;
Bid your material god replace
contained in the February No. of the Ameri be equal if not superior, to any that have as
Green, Brown, and Black Alpine ; Cash to make trial of the Albion Corn Piaster, can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem
The heavenly fountain we advance ?
yet embellished the work.
and
I
have
no
doubt
they
will
soon
be
as
mere
Cloths-for
Ladies
’
Riding
Dresses.
The seasons would return no more,
bers of the medical profession are here re- The Last Supper.
ready
to
express
their
gratitude
as
I
am.
”
3-4,
4-4
and
5-4
White
and
Colored
r
lanThe erring planets lose their track,
Mount Joliet.
Confusion sFalk from shore to shore,
’ nels ; Printed do. ;
An Agent, in writing for a further sup
These instruments can only be used, with
And Ruin shout to chaos back !
Black and colored Gro de Swiss Silk ; ply of the Albion Corn Plaster, observes— the greatest prospect of success, under the Rock Fort.
Weehawken and view of N. York.
Synchaws ; Sarsnet do. ;
“ I have made sale of all you sent me, and care of a person well acquainted with the An Catskill Mountains.
Can knowledge, then, oppress the brain,
Good assortment Irish Linen—from 2 to find the article to be all it professes to be,
O’erload the reason’s glorious might;
Fort Putnam.
atomy of the diseased parts.
6 shillings.
They are also highly recommended by Sawkill Falls.
Steel
Imagination’s wing restrain,
as those who have used it find it to prove
Silk Velvets ; Cotton do.;
Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan & View on the Delaware.
And blind our intellectual sight?—
Ï Engra
the
best
article
for
corns
they
have
ever
Black and colored Silk Cravats ;
No : the rivers of the world combined
Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio' Mountain House, Catskill.
vings
Highland Shawls, 7-4 and 8-4 ; Menno met with.
Have never fill’d the boundless sea :
Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant1 Interior of the late N. Y. Exchange.
Price 50 cents a box with directions.
do. 6-4, 7-4 and 8-4 ;
And what is ocean to the mind ?
Blackwell’s Island and Penitentiary.
surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
Very large assortment English, American
Like time unto eternity !
The subscriber, who is Agent lor Dr. Lunatic Asylum.
and French Prints-—also—1 case English
THE BRITISH ANTISEPTIC
Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent City Hall.
Not knowledge hath debased the sense,
Prints by?the lb.
ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the Elysian Fields.
But ®ice—that even in our youth,
Ladies Kid Gloves ; Silk do. ;
. above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of Lord Byron.
Saith to religion’s light, Go hence !
Renders the teeth beautifully and perma
Gentlemen’s Kid and Buckskin do. ;
the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi Winnipiseogee Lake.
I will not, dare not, know the truth '.
Worsted Hosiery—plain and ribbed ;
nently white, embellishes the enamel, re
cine, that the confidence of the profession m My Mother’s Grave.
If I deceive myself, ’tis well :
Rose Blankets, 10-4, 11-4 and 12-4;
moves
the
foetor
arising
from
decayed
teeth,
Let me live on, and still deceive,
the utility and success of the instrument had The Russian Peasants.
Brown
Sheetings
and
Shirtings
;
Bleach

usually termed offensive breath, prevents been increasing since the report of that com- The Bride.
If sinners tread the brink of hell,
ed
do.
;
Tickings
;
Yarns
;
Wadding
;
Bat

’T were death to tremble and believe .
their decay, and tooth ache, eradicates the
Navy Yard.
1
m These instruments will be applied and fit- Pope’s Study.
ting, &c.;
scurvy from the gums, and impaits a most
English Worsted Yarn—assorted colors ;
O God, the Father of the Soul I
Portrait
of
M.
Berry
er.
desirable
sweetness
to
the
breath.
ted
to
each
case
by
White and Colored Cambrics ; Muslins ;
O Jesus, Savior of the world '.
I Wood and LilhoNew York University.
Spread knowledge, then, from pole to pole,
{¡¿r’An experienced druggist pronounces
Bishop Lawns ; Silk Lace ;
)> graphic Engra
Engraved Embroidery.
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
Be Faith’s bright banner wide unfurl’d.
Flag and Bandanna Hdkfs. ; Good assort this Tooth Powder one of the best he has
vings.
Head Dresses.
For whatso’er the soul may be,
ever met with, either Foreign or Domestic.
ment of Fancy Hdkfs. ;
Or wherese’er the soul may dwell.
Medicines, Paints and Oil. Cap Patterns.
Ribbons ; Edgings ; Quillings; Thread Lace;
Price 50 cents.
To live for immortality
HAVING taken tbe stand formerly occu- The Blind at their Study. J
Braids ; Cords ; Pins ; Needles, &c. &c.
Is better than to live for hell.
C. Swain,
MUSIC.
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
—ALSO—
O’DR. RELFE’S PILLS
I offers articles in the above line cheap for cash. The Soldier’s Tear.
A lar^e assortment Groceries, consisting
I Sing of Thee and Love.
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
temperance department.
of Teas'* Sugars ; Coffee ; Molasses; Pork ;
Root—a highly
For Obstructions, Debility, Hypochon- ! Honduras Sarsaparilla
....................
.. . es- The Highland Widow.
Box
and
Cask
Raisins
;
Spices
;
Starch
;
THE TEMPERANCE REFORM?” JrrangSperm Oil ; Tobacco ; fine Salt ; Cheese ; dria, Green Sickness, Giddiness and P«/-1 teemed article for all kinds of humors and The Young Cavalier.
The Savoyard’s Return.
Digestion,
| Chronic Rheumatism ;
edforlht
What can be more grateful in the very -7 by 9 Glass ; Nails ; Iron, &c. &c.
pitation of the Heart, Bad
~
‘
Fly, Pretty, Pretty Butterfly.
- - 1 English Extract of the same article;
Pian»,
—ALSO—
Loathing of Food, and Pains of the Stom
midst and pressure of political embarrass
The Days of Joy all Gone.
Marshall’s do.
d0> 5
Harp or
ach. The pills purify and promote a brisk
CrocSiery & Glass "Ware,
ments,—commercial perplexities,—domes
Let’s away to the greenwood shade. Guitar,
Swaim
’
s
Panacea
—
warranted
genuine
;
y
WILLIAM LORD.
circulation
of the blood,, when t become
slug- i Cinchonine and Sulphate Quinine ;
tic troubles and griefs,—disappointments of
------------------...
Buy my Flowers.
with ac
Kennebunk,
Oct.
20,
1836.
Follow, in the Clear Moonlight.
whatever kind, than to feel that there is still
gish and obstructed from the foregoing disMorphine, and Sulphate do.;
company
unCough Lozenges and Jujube Paste fash- My Own, My Native Home.
orders, revive the regular habits of the un-(
one and a vast interest left for our thoughts,
imenls.
NOTICE,
healthy female, whose sickly and pallid jonable articles for coughs and sore throats ; The Fair Puritan.
if not for our direct active agency.
What
LL persons are forbidden to haul or carry countenance .becomes re-animated,
— ...a —
R I Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
My Barque.
andi fresh-1
a store of happy memory is he laving up,
off ballast or paving stones from the ens with the natural glow of restored health. I Tooth Ache Drops ;
Saw ye aught of my Love.
who gives what of time, of mind, or of mon
Great Hill Farm, (formerly owned by Wm.
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak Gently o’er the tranquil wave.
__ rn. nr-,
K rrriT/'l A T
D A 1
ey he can devote to a cause which is of the Jefferds, Esq.) as any trespass of this kind They are equally conducive to the health of
THE •MUSICAL
DEPARTMENT,
ness of the stomach and lungs ;
least questionable, the purest benevolence, will be prosecuted.
married
ladies,
except
in
cases
of
pregnancy
Will
continue
under
the
supenntendanct
Lignum Vitee Wood ; China Root; Sassaq-yoMAS LORD.
or Consumption, when they must not be frasbark and Biller Sweet-approved sub of a Professional Gentleman, who will exer
and which in its complete triumph and suc
Kennebunk, Nov. 10, 1836.
cess must and will be the union of all men
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases ot the cise that care and attention in the selections,
taken.
which this favorite branch of refinement so
of all nations, in one great purpose of hu
Price $1 50 per box.
skin and liver ;
.
The American Almanack,
much requires.
.
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
man progress towards moral perfection ?
ffj^None are genuine unless signed T.
ND Repository of Useful Knowledge,
The original articles and translations, pub
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary rootWhat limit can we place to the amount of
KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie used for internal humors ;
lished in the Ladies Companion, are furnish
for the year 1837.
ICR
good which may and will crown this labor,
ed by writers of established merit, including
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
if the wise and good are only faithful to it ?
Kennebunk, Nov. 5, 1836.
Saxon Liquid Blueing-for blueing linen many ladies, who have steadily favored the
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
Human sympathy derives no new charac
or dyeing j
. work with contributions since its commence
Stationery, Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and I clothes
ters from its agency in this reform.
but School Books
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a «elebrated ment.
.
by his special appointment, by
ffj^lt is with heartfelt gratitude lor the
does it not take from it a new direction, a
article
for
Urinary
diseases
;
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
n. wmch
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions ; unprecedented support already extended to
more powerful influence ? Does it not em
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
the Ladies Companion, the publisher states,
AS
just
received
his
Fall
supply
of
Oatmeal flour.
phatically declare in all its doings here that
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
that arrangements are in progress for secur
SCHOOL
BOOKS
&
STATIONE

we are brethren, that we may be to each
Preparations & Chemic ing the aid of some of the first writers in JRY, comprising almost every article in his
other objects of a wider and a higher inter
merica and Europe in behalf of this Literary
Farm, fishing Establish
als, &c.
line usually enquired for.
English Confection of Senna—a pleasant enterprise. At this early period, it would be
est than we have been in the habit of practi
ment and YFood Eand
{^Country Traders, School Committees
perhaps incurring their displeasure, and the
cally admitting, and that new duties have and Teachers will be supplied with School
Laxative ;
for Sale. just censure of the public, in case of a fail
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
been revealed to us, and that we cannot be Books, by thei quantity, as low as they can
„___„
npHE subscriber ofAnderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills; ure, to exhibit their names to the world, be
i
fers for sale that
truly happy unless truly faithful to them ?
be purchased in Boston or Portland.
Timlifcvaluable
property
at
fore the arrangements are with certainty
Female and Stomachic Pills 5
Kennebunk,
Oct.
29,
1836.
In this view of the Temperance Reform
The latter of which is a very efficient and completed
suffice it to say, that there are
Cape Porpoise, formerit is commended to all men by a claim 1 F
O BUSHELS CORN, for sale
ly the residence of the late Capt. Ebenezer pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and those among them, whose writings haveshed
which can hardly be resisted.
The cer lyw .
by
p0RTER HALL.
Perkins, deceased. Said estate contains a- Stomachic derangements which are fashion lustre upon literature
tainty of doing a great present good, and
The publisher, in conclusion, appeals with
bout 300 acres, consisting of Timber and ably termed liver complaints ;
Kennebunk, Oct. 22,1836.
The Stomachic pills generally increase the confidence to the pages of the Ladies Com
the well grounded hope, that if its progress
Wood and Tillage Land, and Salt Marsh, the
be uninterrupted, the temperance reform
Upland all enclosed by stone wall. It lies on appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and panion, for the last five volumes, as an earnest
may produce an hitherto almost unlooked
and forms one side of Cape Porpoise har strengthen the stomach and regulate the of his ceaseless efforts to maintain the enviable
lbs. RAISINS,
and lofty standing the work at present occu
for change in the whole moral aspect and
bor, and has two or three Islands, one of which bowels.
lbs. HONEY, for sale at is said to contain about 60 acres, belonging
Head ache and Pile Pills;
pies in the community.
, .
condition of society. In speaking of such m
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and
The selections are made from the pnnet«low prices, by
to the same, and is capable of being made
a matter, it is specially to be desired that
PORTER HALL.
pal European Magazines, viz
one of the best Fishing and Farming estab back, weakness at the stomach and lungs ;
all appearance even of extravagance should
Anodyne Liniment : one of the best exterKennebunk, Oct. 22,1836.
London Mirror.
lishments in the State of Maine.
be avoided. With many, much that is said
Oriental Review.
The Farm has the past season paid the in | nal applications for Rheumatic and other
above will be charged with this infirmity of ALMANACKS FOR 1837. terest of $4000. An opportunity seldom of pains and, stiffness ;
Magazine of the Beau Monde.
human enterprise however noble.
The
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
Metropolitan.
fers for investment of a few thousand dollars
obert b. thomas’ almanack, so advantageously. Any one wishing to
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
Chamber’s Edinburgh.
charge however will hardly be brought by
containing the Maine matter, the sit purchase can view the premises by calling
German Loco Focos ;
Liverpool Albion.
those who are at all intimately acquainted
ting of the Courts in Maine—Post Officeson Issachar Wells, who occupies the same,
London Lucifers, warranted ;
World of Fashion.
with what has already been done in the
Military Fines—Officers of the State, &c. &c. or on the subscriber at Kennebunk.
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid ;
Ladies’ Museum.
short time since the Reform as an organized
Prot Acetate of Mercury; Black Oxide do.;
Crockett’s Almanack, 1837.
La Belle Assemble.
WM. LORD.
institution began thus in its labors.
This
do.
do.
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do.;
People’s
Court Magazine.
October,
28,1836.
______________
_
time is little more than twenty years. Two
do.
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for ©leansing
do.
New Monthly Magazine.
Comic
do.
Removal.
—
New
Goods.
thirds of these twenty were occupied in
Miniature
do.
brass with one quarter of the labor.
Liverpool Journal.
HE subscriber has removed to the Store
merely preparing the way for future operaJust received and for sale, wId
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
TERMS.
S3 00
recently occupied by Mr. Joseph Cur
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
tions. The cause has a name and a place retail, by
One year
1 00
tis, in Wells, and would respectfully informNursing Bottles and Tubes ; Nipple shells Three months
indeed, and all who espoused it, laboured
Kennebunk, Oct. 29, I&K).______________
371
his customers and the public generally, that and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses ; Single numbers
X.
n
m
U
a
m
st
D
e
e
r7
remiuing
$5
will
be
«*
by doctrine and example to promote it.
OIE
&C.
he has received a new stock, consisting of
___
Bed paná and Urinals; Issue Peas ; HatPAINTS,
OIL,
&c.
Still this number was small. Samuel Dex
DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, HARD I case .U.
for Issues
____ and
__ _ Blisters i; Gold beater s
ter, Caleb Strong, Isaac Parker, Nathan (
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial
HE subscriber continues to keep on
& CROCKERY WARE,
Dane, with associates equally worthy of fame
hand (at the store owned by Mr. P.
a sixth gratis, for the first year.
Paints, Oils & Dye-Stuffs, | wounds.
ffy^Each number of the Lad,e8 ^BeJ
and of memory, were among that few, and S
< tevens,) all kinds of PAINTS & OIL,
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore
which he offers cheap for Cash or Barter, or lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual ion contains forty-eight large
®
usually called for in Painting.
the very first in point of time in the history &c.
,
on very short approved credit.
Pl
I for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous (double columns) printed on
—also—
of the reform. In the last eight years it is
He would also inform all those indebted to
stitched in a cover,—published on th
,
Japan, Whiting and Putty, which will
sores.
,
_ . . .
we find a success attending it, so unparal
•
Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hair; of every month, and is forwarded t
be sold as low as can be purchased else him that immediate payment is expected, and
leled as almost deserving to be regarded as
bers by the earliest mails, enveloped n t f
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair ;
where. PAINTING done at the shortest unless promptly made, measures will posimiraculous. In this time it has become the
ice,’„
and
directions „given for mixing to any lively be adopted for a
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for double covers. No attention paid to 1
notice,
----------JOSEPH WILSON.
cause of States and Nations. In our coun who may wish to paint themselves.
I the Toilet;
.
• without the money. All letters on b
Wells, Nov. 3,1836.
_
try it is owned and cherished by the highest
Camphor Soap—for improving the skin ; must be
Also, a lot of empty Linseed Oil CASKS.
gN0WDEN.
’
JAMES HUBBARD.
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ;
in the General and State Governments. In
NOTICE.
Proprietor Ladies Companion, New
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
Kennebunk, Oct. 7,1836.
Europe, monarchs and their highest officers
HE Accounts and Notes of the lata
October, 1836.
have come forward in its support.
It is a
Groceries.
No Local Agents appointed in ihee^r
Sal Soda,
bond of union among the colonists of Afri
Cinnamon
Bark
;
Ground
Cinnamon
;
T^OR sale bv the subscriber—a substitute BASTON & FURBISH
ca, and the islands of the remote Pacific
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil of Nutmegs ;
j
for Soap.
WM. LORD.
are left with NICHOLAS GILMAN, Esq.,
MUSIC BOOKS.
have adopted its principles.
Volumes
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do.;
Kennebunk, Oct. 21,1836.______________ for settlement and collection free of cost un
Extract of Mace—for richness anffdelicaey
might be filled with the notices merely of
til the 1st day of January next. Those who
OSTON Academy’s Collectinn ofCburc
the progress of temperance at home and a- A/FAINE JUSTICE, and
neglect to pay by that time, may expect to be of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
Music—fouith edition ; , tg.
IvJL Maine Town Officer,
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
called upon by a process of Law.__
broad.
National Church Harmony-enlarge«
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Essence
of
Rose
and
Rose
water;
Ginger
;
H
WILLIAM
BASTON,
Is it not truly extraordinary, is it not a
reotype edition, with a supplement,
g
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Ro@t;
Oct. 29, 1836.
MON ASSEH FURBISH.
startling fact, that a small association of
Kingsley’s Social Choir, d®. || foUrlh,
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior tríele
Wells,
Oct.
8,
1836.
___________
____
CORN,class book, or the domestic circl
men formed but little more than twenty “
for pies ;
years ago, should in any sense have been
OR sale by
Cured
Cocoa
;
Shells
;
Chocolate
;
edition ;
. r voca|
GRAVE STONES.
Boston Academy’s Manual of vo
WM. LORD.
instrumental in producing a moral change,
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use
HE subscriber would inform the inhabit of invalids.
sic, by Lowell Mason—secotid
g^th
BURLEIGH SMART.
Oct. 20.
which without any exaggeration may be as
ants of Kennebunk and vicinity, that
Zeuner’s Musical Manual for
Kennebunk, July 9,1836.
©ply«
serted to be felt over the whole civilized
he will furnish the above articles at Kenne
Schools ;
- Pp:mary
world ? Such then is the nature, such the
Juvenile Lyre, for the use of FruW
HE subscriber having contracted with bunk and Wells, on as reasonable terms as
progress, and such are the claims of the
elsewhere.
the town of Kennebunk, to support can be purchased
, opy if
P
S. P. BRADBURY.
HE subscriber has for sale, Fur Seal Common Schools.
Temperance Reform.
th» poor of said town for one year, hereby
For sale, by the dozen ornsll}fgjjicH.
and other Fur Caps ;
N.
B.
All
orders
left
with
L
evi
P.
H
il

Boston Daily Adv.
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Boston prices, by
.
Hair Seal Men’s and Boy’s do.;
vision for them at the Alms-House, and here lard, Kennebunk, or Moses Morrill,
Kennebunk, Oct. 1,1836^
—
Boas, long and short; Fur Capes and
by forbids all persons harboring or trusting Wells, will be promptly attended to.
Fur
Gloves
;
Buffaloe
Robes
;
Melancholy.—K late number of the any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1836.
&p6m.
Rye Flour,
Fur Collars and Cloth Caps—all
Lynchburg Virginian mentions the death of count or on account of the town, as he will
which
will
be
sold
low
for
Cash.
5LACKSANDlfo^al.byRBMicH_
©f
WM.
James L. Jefferson, a nephew of the late oav no bill for their support.
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
P y
J AMES WARREN.
Thomas Jefferson. He died, according to
Oet.
22,.
Kennebunk, Oct» 7,1836..
Kennebunk, May 1,1836.
th« verdict of the coroner’s jury, from the
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